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Abstract

On November 3, 2009, voters in Takoma Park, Mary-

land, cast ballots for the mayor and city council members

using the Scantegrity II voting system—the first time

any end-to-end (E2E) voting system with ballot privacy

has been used in a binding governmental election. This

case study describes the various efforts that went into

the election—including the improved design and imple-

mentation of the voting system, streamlined procedures,

agreements with the city, and assessments of the experi-

ences of voters and poll workers.

The election, with 1728 voters from six wards, in-

volved paper ballots with invisible-ink confirmation

codes, instant-runoff voting with write-ins, early and

absentee (mail-in) voting, dual-language ballots, provi-

sional ballots, privacy sleeves, any-which-way scanning

with parallel conventional desktop scanners, end-to-end

verifiability based on optional web-based voter verifica-

tion of votes cast, a full hand recount, thresholded author-

ities, three independent outside auditors, fully-disclosed

software, and exit surveys for voters and pollworkers.

Despite some glitches, the use of Scantegrity II was

a success, demonstrating that E2E cryptographic voting

systems can be effectively used and accepted by the gen-

eral public.

1 Introduction

The November 2009 municipal election of the city of

Takoma Park, Maryland marked the first time that any-

one could verify that the votes were counted correctly in

a secret ballot election for public office without having

to be present for the entire proceedings. This article is a

case study of the Takoma Park election, describing what

was done—from the time the Scantegrity Voting Sys-

tem Team (SVST) was approached by the Takoma Park

Board of Elections in February 2008, to the last crypto-

graphic election audit in December 2009—and what was

learned. While the paper provides a simple summary of

survey results, the focus of this paper is not usability but

the engineering process of bringing a new cryptographic

approach to solve a complex practical problem involving

technology, procedures, and laws.

With the Scantegrity II voting system, voters mark op-

tical scan paper ballots with pens, filling the oval for

the candidates of their choice. These ballots are handled

as traditional ballots, permitting all the usual automated

and manual counting, accounting, and recounting. Ad-

ditionally, the voting system provides a layer of integrity

protection through its use of invisible-ink confirmation

codes. When voters mark ballot ovals using a decoder

pen, confirmation codes printed in invisible ink are re-

vealed. Interested voters can note down these codes to

check them later on the election website. The codes are

generated randomly for each race and each ballot, and

hence do not reveal the corresponding vote. A final tally

can be computed from the codes and the system provides

a public digital audit trail of the computation.

Election audits in Scantegrity II are not restricted to

privileged individuals and can be performed by voters

and other interested parties. Developers and election au-

thorities are unable to significantly falsify an election

outcome without an overwhelming probability of an au-

dit failure [8]. The other side of the issue of integrity,

also solved by the system, is that false claims of impro-

priety in the recording and tally of the votes are readily

revealed to be false. 1

All the software used in the election—for ballot au-

thoring, printing, scanning and tally—was published

well in advance of the election as commented, buildable

source code, which may be a first in its own right. More-

over, commercial off-the-shelf scanners were adapted to

receive ballots in privacy sleeves from voters, making the

1 Note that a threat present and not commonly addressed in paper

ballot systems is that additional marks could be added to ballots by

those with special access. Such attacks are made more difficult by

Scantegrity II.

1
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Abstract. This paper describes a blockchain-based approach for secure

function evaluation (SFE) in the setting where multiple participants have

private inputs (multiparty computation) that no other individual should

learn. The emphasis of Absentia is reducing the participants’ work to

a bare minimum, where they can effectively have the computation per-

formed in their absence and they can trust the result. While we use an

SFE protocol (Mix and Match) that can operate perfectly well without

a blockchain, the blockchain does add value in at least three impor-

tant ways: (1) the SFE protocol requires a secure bulletin board and

blockchains are the most widely deployed data structure with bulletin

board properties (immutability and non-equivocation under reasonable

assumptions); (2) blockchains provide a built-in mechanism to financially

compensate participants for the work they perform; and (3) a publicly

verifiable SFE protocol can be checked by the blockchain network itself,

absolving the users of having to verify that the function was executed

correctly. We benchmark Absentia on Ethereum. While it is too costly to

be practical (a single gate costs thousands of dollars), it sets a research

agenda for future improvements. We also alleviate the cost by compos-

ing it with Arbitrum, a layer 2 ‘roll-up’ for Ethereum which reduces the

costs by 94%.

1 Introduction
Consider the traditional setting for multiparty computation (MPC) with a twist:

Alice and Bob each have some data, they would like to know the output from

running an agreed-upon function on their data, each does not want the other

(or anyone else) to learn their data, and they want to simply submit their data

(e.g., encrypted) to a trustworthy system and come back later for the result,

which will always be correct. They are willing to pay for this service and they

accept that, only in the worst case of full collusion between the operators of

this service (called trustees), their inputs may be exposed—but a single honest

trustee protects their privacy.We assume the reader is familiar with blockchain technology, Ethereum, and

smart contracts or decentralized apps (DApps). Can these technologies help? In

theory? In practice? We seek to answer these questions through direct exper-

imentation. The abstract above builds the argument for why blockchain can

c© International Financial Cryptography Association 2021

M. Bernhard et al. (Eds.): FC 2021 Workshops, LNCS 12676, pp. 381–396, 2021.

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-662-63958-0_31
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ABSTRACT

Bitcoin exchanges function like banks, securely holding their cus-

tomers’ bitcoins on their behalf. Several exchanges have suffered

catastrophic losses with customers permanently losing their sav-

ings. A proof of solvency demonstrates that the exchange controls

sufficient reserves to settle each customer’s account. We introduce

Provisions, a privacy-preserving proof of solvency whereby an ex-

change does not have to disclose its Bitcoin addresses; total hold-

ings or liabilities; or any information about its customers. We also

propose an extension which prevents exchanges from colluding to

cover for each other’s losses. We have implemented Provisions

and it offers practical computation times and proof sizes even for a

large Bitcoin exchange with millions of customers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

K.4.4 [Electronic Commerce]: Security, Cybercash, digital cash;

E.3 [Data Encryption]: Public key cryptosystems

Keywords

Bitcoin; Exchange Services; Solvency; Zero Knowledge Protocols

1. INTRODUCTION

Digital currencies enable transactions that are electronically au-

thorized, cleared and settled. After decades of research [7, 5, 2, 25]

and failed business ventures attempting to establish a digital cur-

rency, Bitcoin [23] was proposed and deployed in 2009. While still

in its infancy, Bitcoin has achieved unprecedented success, enjoy-

ing a multi-billion dollar market capitalization and deployment by

large retailers. Bitcoin transactions can be executed at any time by

any device in the world with low (sometimes zero) fees.

Users can maintain security of their assets by managing the pri-

vate keys used to control them. However, managing cryptographic

keys is difficult for many users [12]. Equipment failure, lost or
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stolen devices, or Bitcoin-specific malware [18] could all result in

the loss of one’s holdings. Many users prefer to keep their hold-

ings with online exchanges for a simple user experience similar to

online banking—e.g., with passwords, account recovery, velocity

limits and customer support. Exchanges, as their name suggest,

also provide conversion services between bitcoin1 and other cur-

rencies. Customers can ‘withdraw’ by instructing the exchange to

send the stored bitcoin to a Bitcoin address for which they manage

the private key.

Unfortunately, storing assets with an exchange leaves users vul-

nerable to the exchange being hacked and losing its assets. One of

the most notorious events in Bitcoin’s short but storied history is

the collapse and ongoing bankruptcy of the oldest and largest ex-

change, Mt. Gox, which lost over US$450M in customer assets. A

number of other exchanges have lost their customers’ Bitcoin hold-

ings and declared bankruptcy due to external theft, internal theft, or

technical mistakes [22].

While the vulnerability of an exchange to catastrophic loss can

never be fully mitigated, a sensible safeguard is periodic demon-

strations that an exchange controls enough bitcoins to settle all of

its customers’ accounts. Otherwise, an exchange which has (se-

cretly) suffered losses can continue operating until the net with-

drawal of Bitcoin exceeds their holdings. Note that while con-

ventional banks typically implement fractional reserve banking in

which they only retain enough assets to cover a fraction of their

liabilities, the Bitcoin community is skeptical of this approach and

exchanges are generally expected to be fully solvent at all times.

A rudimentary approach to demonstrating assets is simply to

transfer them to a fresh public key. Mt. Gox did so once in 2011 in

the face of customer skepticism, moving over B420k (then worth

over US$7 M) in a single large transaction. However, this demon-

stration undermined Mt. Gox’s privacy by revealing which Bitcoin

addresses they controlled. It was never repeated.

More importantly, a proof of reserves without a corresponding

proof of liabilities is not sufficient to prove solvency. A proof of

liabilities might consist of an audit by a trusted accountant, as done

for example by Coinbase2 and Bitstamp3 . This might be improved

1 Following convention, we refer to the protocol as ‘Bitcoin’ and

the units of currency as ‘bitcoin’ or B.

2 A. Antonopoulos, “Coinbase Review,” antonopoulos.com (Blog),

25 Feb 2014.

3 E. Spaven, “Bitstamp Passes Audit Overseen by Bitcoin Devel-

oper Mike Hearn,” CoinDesk, 27 May 2014.
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stolen devices, or Bitcoin-specific malware [18] could all result in

the loss of one’s holdings. Many users prefer to keep their hold-

ings with online exchanges for a simple user experience similar to

online banking—e.g., with passwords, account recovery, velocity

limits and customer support. Exchanges, as their name suggest,

also provide conversion services between bitcoin1 and other cur-

rencies. Customers can ‘withdraw’ by instructing the exchange to

send the stored bitcoin to a Bitcoin address for which they manage

the private key.

Unfortunately, storing assets with an exchange leaves users vul-

nerable to the exchange being hacked and losing its assets. One of

the most notorious events in Bitcoin’s short but storied history is

the collapse and ongoing bankruptcy of the oldest and largest ex-

change, Mt. Gox, which lost over US$450M in customer assets. A

number of other exchanges have lost their customers’ Bitcoin hold-

ings and declared bankruptcy due to external theft, internal theft, or

technical mistakes [22].

While the vulnerability of an exchange to catastrophic loss can

never be fully mitigated, a sensible safeguard is periodic demon-

strations that an exchange controls enough bitcoins to settle all of

its customers’ accounts. Otherwise, an exchange which has (se-

cretly) suffered losses can continue operating until the net with-

drawal of Bitcoin exceeds their holdings. Note that while con-

ventional banks typically implement fractional reserve banking in

which they only retain enough assets to cover a fraction of their

liabilities, the Bitcoin community is skeptical of this approach and

exchanges are generally expected to be fully solvent at all times.

A rudimentary approach to demonstrating assets is simply to

transfer them to a fresh public key. Mt. Gox did so once in 2011 in

the face of customer skepticism, moving over B420k (then worth

over US$7 M) in a single large transaction. However, this demon-

stration undermined Mt. Gox’s privacy by revealing which Bitcoin

addresses they controlled. It was never repeated.

More importantly, a proof of reserves without a corresponding

proof of liabilities is not sufficient to prove solvency. A proof of

liabilities might consist of an audit by a trusted accountant, as done

for example by Coinbase2 and Bitstamp3 . This might be improved

1 Following convention, we refer to the protocol as ‘Bitcoin’ and

the units of currency as ‘bitcoin’ or B.

2 A. Antonopoulos, “Coinbase Review,” antonopoulos.com (Blog),

25 Feb 2014.

3 E. Spaven, “Bitstamp Passes Audit Overseen by Bitcoin Devel-

oper Mike Hearn,” CoinDesk, 27 May 2014.

Proofs of solvency:  
* standardization 
* most are broken [K. Chalkias] 
* many prove liabilities but not assets 
* custom zk-SNARK (IOP) is unnatural for assets governed by 

ECDSA keys (non-pairing groups)
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The concept of cryptocurrencies is built  

from forgotten ideas in research literature.

BY ARVIND NARAYANAN AND JEREMY CLARK

IF YOU HAVE read about bitcoin in the press and have 

some familiarity with academic research in the field of 

cryptography, you might reasonably come away with 

the following impression: Several decades’ worth of 

research on digital cash, beginning with David 

Chaum,10,12 did not lead to commercial success 

because it required a centralized, bank-like server 

controlling the system, and no banks wanted to sign 

on. Along came bitcoin, a radically different proposal 

for a decentralized cryptocurrency that did not need 

the banks, and digital cash finally succeeded. Its 

inventor, the mysterious Satoshi Nakamoto, was an 

academic outsider, and bitcoin bears no resemblance 

to earlier academic proposals. 

This article challenges that view by 

showing nearly all of the technical com-

ponents of bitcoin originated in the 

academic literature of the 1980s and 

1990s (see Figure 1). This is not to di-

minish Nakamoto’s achievement but to 

point out he stood on the shoulders of  

giants. Indeed, by tracing the origins of 

the ideas in bitcoin, we can zero in on 

Nakamoto’s true leap of insight—the 

specific, complex way in which the un-

derlying components are put together. 

This helps explain why bitcoin took so 

long to be invented. Readers already 

familiar with how bitcoin works may 

gain a deeper understanding from this 

historical presentation. (For an introduc-

tion, see Bitcoin and Cryptocurrency Tech-

nologies.36) Bitcoin’s intellectual history 

also serves as a case study demonstrat-

ing the relationships among academia, 

outside researchers, and practitioners, 

and offers lessons on how these groups 

can benefit from one another.

The Ledger

If you have a secure ledger, the process 

to leverage it into a digital payment sys-

tem is straightforward. For example, if 

Alice sends Bob $100 by PayPal, then 

PayPal debits $100 from Alice’s ac-

count and credits $100 to Bob’s ac-

count. This is also roughly what hap-

pens in traditional banking, although 

the absence of a single ledger shared 

between banks complicates things. 

This idea of a ledger is the starting 

point for understanding bitcoin. It is 

a place to record all transactions that 

happen in the system, and it is open 

to and trusted by all system partici-

pants. Bitcoin converts this system 

for recording payments into a curren-

cy. Whereas in banking, an account 

balance represents cash that can be 

demanded from the bank, what does 

a unit of bitcoin represent? For now, 

assume that what is being transacted 

holds value inherently.

How can you build a ledger for use 

in an environment like the Internet 

where participants may not trust each 

other? Let’s start with the easy part: the 

choice of data structure. There are a 

Bitcoin’s 

Academic 

Pedigree
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Abstract
. We introduc

e the short-liv
ed proof, a

non-inte
ractive proof

of knowl
edge with a novel fea

ture: aft
er a specified

period of time, the

proof is
no longer convinci

ng. This
time-delayed

loss of sound
ness hap-

pens “natural
ly” without

further involvem
ent from the prover or any

third party. W
e propose

definitio
ns for short-liv

ed proofs as well as the

special c
ase of sh

ort-lived
signatur

es. We show several p
ractical c

onstruc-

tions built using verifiable
delay function

s (VDFs). The
key idea in our

approach
is to allow any party to forge any proof by

executin
g a large

sequenti
al computation

. Some construc
tions ach

ieve a stronger
property

called reusable
forgeabil

ity in which one sequenti
al computation

allows

forging an arbitrary
number of proofs

of differe
nt statements. We also

introduc
es two novel ty

pes of VDFs, re-ra
ndomizable VDFs and zero-

knowled
ge VDFs, whic

h may be of indep
endent interest.

Our construc
-

tions for short-liv
ed Σ-protoco

ls and signatur
es are practical

ly efficient

for provers
and verifiers,

adding a few hundred
bytes of overh

ead and

tens to hundred
s of millisecond

s of prov
ing/verifi

cation time.

Keywords: Zero-kno
wledge proofs · Signa

tures · VDFs · Time-based

crypto

1 Introdu
ction

A digital sign
ature is fo

rever. Or at least,
until the u

nderlying
signature s

cheme

is broken or the signing key is breached.
This is often much more than what

is required for real world
application

s: a signature
might need to only provide

authentici
ty for a few seconds to

conduct an
authentica

ted key exchange o
r verify

the provenanc
e of an email. At bes

t, the long-lived
authentica

tion provided by

standard signatures
is often unnecessar

y. In certain cases, how
ever, it may have

significant
undesirabl

e consequen
ces.

An illustrative
example is the DKIM protocol [5

3] used by modern SMTP

servers to
sign outgoing email on behalf of t

he entire d
omain (e.g., exam

ple.com)

with a single key.
DKIM is primarily intended to prevent em

ail spoofin
g [27]. As

such, these
signatures

only need a lifetime of minutes for r
ecipient SM

TP servers

to verify and potentially
filter email. Howev

er DKIM signatures
do not expire

c© Interna
tional A

ssociati
on for Cryptolog

ic Research
2022

S. Agrawal and D. Lin (Eds.): ASIACRYPT 2022, L
NCS 13793, p

p. 487–
516, 202

2.

https://
doi.org/

10.1007
/978-3-

031-229
69-5_17
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PAYMENT RECORDS PAINT a detailed picture of an 

individual’s behavior. They reveal wealth, health, and 

interests, but individuals do not want the burden of 

deciding which are sensitive or private.1 Central banks 

are exploring options to digitize cash. As of January 

2023, 27 of the 38 member states of the Organization 

for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 

have announced retail central bank digital currency 

(CBDC) research and projects.a

The issue of privacy needs to move center stage. 

Decades of work on privacy-enhancing technologies 

have highlighted that privacy does not come for free, 

it is easy to get wrong, and it is imperative to design 

before deployment.

a See the January 2023 dataset update at https://www.bis.org/publ/work880.htm

CBDC has been discussed in policy 

reports, academic papers, and public 

media through lenses such as monetary 

policy,6 impact on the financial system,2 

and technology.3 Almost all of these 

documents flag the importance of pri-

vacy, but many lack in-depth discus-

sion or concrete design choices. Figure 

1 shows the uptake of privacy in the 

CBDC literature: While the question 

is raised, significant treatment is still 

rare. An exception is recent academic 

papers (shown in the top right corner 

of the figure), which are generally writ-

ten by computer scientists. These pa-

pers offer specific solutions to include 

in the privacy design landscape.

Policymakers may shy away from pa-

pers with cryptographic equations that 

mention Alice and Bob. While there 

are exceptions,9 the gap in concrete 

privacy solutions in policy reports is 

puzzling, as economists have argued 

that CBDC could make an essential dif-

ference in providing privacy in digital 

payments.10 It is popular for authors of 

these reports to point out the tension 

between privacy and law enforcement; 

reiterate that it requires a solution; and 

ultimately punt to government offi-

cials, legislators, the judiciary, or pub-

lic opinion to solve it. Occasionally, 

technical solutions are prescribed (for 

example, blockchains, cryptography, 

zero-knowledge proofs) without ade-

quate operational details or even preci-

sion about exactly what data is protect-

ed from whom. The number of distinct 

stakeholders, combined with the tech-

nical challenges, has stalled progress 

toward deploying retail CBDC.

One step forward is understanding 

who the key stakeholders are and what 

their interests are in payment records. 

Knowledge of conflicting interests is 

helpful for developing requirements 

and narrowing the range of techni-

cal solutions. This article contributes 

to the literature by identifying three 

stakeholder groups—privacy-conscious 

users, data holders, and law enforce-

ment—and exploring their conflicts at 

a high level.

A main insight is that nuanced da-

Mapping 
the Privacy 

Landscape for 

Central Bank 

Digital Currencies

DOI:10.1145/3579316
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Now is the time to shape what future  

payment flows will reveal about you.

BY RAPHAEL AUER, RAINER BÖHME,  
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ABSTRACT

Traditionally
, education in computer science

focuses on stakehold-

ers like teachers, und
ergraduate students, and

employers. How
-

ever research
ers also educ

ate themselves about
recent result

s and

new subject matters. An important vehi
cle in this informal, self-

education pro
cess is readin

g peer-review
ed academic papers—pa

pers

that are also used in the curriculum of graduate-
level researc

h

courses. Tech
nical writing

skills are important in this domain, as

well as engag
ing the reade

r with interesting te
xt. This pape

r is a

study of academic writing. W
e study in depth the �rst sent

ence

used by researchers in
opening their

academic papers and
how this

sentence ope
rates to draw the reader in

. We use a corpu
s of 379

papers from
a top-tier cy

bersecurity conference a
nd use qualita-

tive analysis
(coding from

grounded the
ory) to create

a taxonomy

of 5 general
types and 14

sub-types of
opening sent

ences. In this

paper, we de
�ne and illustrate eac

h type through
examples, and

re�ect on what we lea
rned about writin

g after examining all of

these sentenc
es.
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1 INTRODUCTO
RY REMARKS

What makes the writing style of an academic paper stand
out?

Strong techn
ical writing i

s partially founded on SIGCSE research

dating back to the 1990s on
how to move writing

from the Eng-

lish department into computer science
[27, 36, 55, 6

2]. Technical
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writing is no
w considered a necessary communication skill in our

curriculum (cf. ACM/IEEE Computing Curric
ula 2020 [15,

16]).

In a departure fr
om many SIGCSE papers, educa

tors in our work

are not teach
ers in a classroom but are autho

rs of academic papers

who transfer know
ledge to their readers.

A well-written
paper can

reach a wide audience beyond conference attendees an
d others

who bene�t f
rom direct communication with the authors. F

urther,

academic papers are
used in the classroom

, particularly
in courses

o�ered to gra
duate student

s. For a paper
to be e�ective

, it must �rst

catch the attention
of the course

instructor an
d then engage the

interest of th
e students. W

hile most researche
rs are, or wer

e, stu-

dents, and wr
iting is includ

ed in modern curricu
la, writing res

earch

papers is an advanced for
m of writing co

nsidered too
ambitious for

teaching to u
ndergraduate

s [30]. There
fore, crafting

academic pa-

pers is often self-taught an
d/or passed fr

om supervisors t
o students

through mentorship [48].

Writing tools an
d systems help produc

e competent text, b
ut tend

not to enhance eleg
ance and style. If writ

ing style is di�cult to

teach and analyze, wha
t can be done? In this paper, w

e build a

‘zoo’ of writin
g samples (concept

ualized by Miro [48] at SIG
CSE’11),

placed in a taxonomy we develop
, to exhibit di

�erent writin
g styles

for writers an
d readers to s

tudy and lear
n from. The speci�c

lessons

drawn from viewing our z
oo are meant to be sub

jective, and d
epend

on the viewer’s
personal con

text. A secondary contribution
of our

paper is our
methodology for building

a zoo. We hope to see
this

applied to ot
her domains of writin

g.

Our methodology is
empirical and po

sitive. To illus
trate what we

mean, consider
a research paper that de

signs and tes
ts a pedologi

-

cal tool in an educational s
etting. By contrast, an empirical paper

might survey a set of cours
es from around the world. Of

ten before

a normative approa
ch (i.e., what ou

ght to be don
e) can be formu-

lated, it is ins
tructive to �r

st consider a
positive appr

oach (what is

being done). Our z
oo is not a cura

tion of ‘good’ wri
ting samples

(beyond bein
g acceptable

for publicatio
n in a top-tier con

ference)

but o�ers a la
rge set of sam

ples that are
carefully organized by our

interpretatio
n of what the w

riters intende
d to convey.

The Opening
Sentence. We believe it is

fruitful to study the writ-

ing style of ac
ademic computer science

articles at di�
erent levels o

f

granularity. A
s a general tra

de-o�, short w
riting samples enable th

e

study of a large nu
mber of samples, while lo

nger writing
samples

enable a broa
der represen

tation of the writin
g style. In this work,

we choose to
look at a large nu

mber of very short samples—each

only a single sente
nce. In choosing wh

ich sentence to s
tudy from

each paper, the �rs
t sentence is

an intuitive cand
idate. The op

ening

sentence of a
paper needs

to be bold, con
vey the importance of

the subject of
the paper, an

d hook the reader. Th
e novelist Ste

phen

Session: Writing/Professional Communication
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4. I believe it because I checked a mathematical proof (zk-rollup) 
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Transaction output is correct
1. I believe it because I ran it myself (de facto) 
2. I believe it because it was signed by lots of people (PoA) 
3. I believe it because it someone put a lot of PoW into extending it (SPV) 
4. I believe it because I checked a mathematical proof (zk-rollup) 
5. I believe it because someone staked on it being correct (optimistic rollup) 

- Optimistic rollups are 5 (+2 in practice) 

- They are “optimistic” because you still need to do (1-4) if there is a dispute 

- Idea: make spurious disputes costly so they do not occur: all assertions require ETH 

- Idea: make disputes have low gas costs: dispute is narrowed to one OPCODE in the 
execution path 
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On-Chain (L1): Ethereum Off-Chain (L2): ArbOS

Inbox

Outbox

Bridge

Record tx=addr.f(p)

Execution

State Updaterblock

Note: zk-rollups avoid

✅final
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Execution
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The problem
- Withdrawals take 7 days (at least… disputes could make longer) 

- 0 disputes yet 

- Shorten 7 days but it is complicated -> hard to see it being minutes / hours 

- I just sent a transaction, will it be finalized? 

- In layer 1 mempool: maybe, maybe not 

- In layer 2 rblock: if rblock is valid, it must finalize (already sequenced in inbox) 

- “Eventual finality” 

- My exit is sitting in an rblock, it will come out in 7 days, maybe I can sell it? 

- “Tradeable exits”
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Some other solutions
XX:4 Fast and Furious Withdrawals from Optimistic Rollups

Type Example No tru
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W
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lup
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n

Opt-
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me

L2-
to-

L2

Normal Exit (baseline) Arbitrum • • •

Centralized Coinbase • • • • •

HTLC Swaps Celer • ¶ • •

Conditional Transfers StarkEx • • •

Bridge Tokens Hop ¶ • • • •

Tradeable Exits This Work • ≥ • • • •

Hedged Tradeable Exits This Work • ≥ • • • •
Table 1 Comparing alternatives for fast withdrawals from optimistic rollups for liquid and

fungible tokens where • satisfies the property fully, ¶ partially satisfies the property, and no dot
means the property is not satisfied. For our work, ≥ means we propose how to fully achieve the
property but do not by default (see caveats in Section 6.1).

3 Proposed Solution123

For simplicity, we will describe a fast exit system for withdrawing ETH from L2, however it124

works for any L1 native fungible token (e.g., ERC20) that is available for exchange on L1. We125

discuss challenges of fast exits for non-liquid/non-fungible tokens in Section 6.4. Consider an126

amount of 100 ETH. When this amount is in the user’s account on L1, we use the notation127

100 ETHL1. When it is in the bridge on L1 and in the user’s account on L2, we denote it 100128

ETHL2. When the ETH has been withdrawn on L2 and the withdrawal has been asserted129

in the L1 outbox, but the dispute window is still open, we refer to it as 100 ETHXX. Other130

transitionary states are possible but not needed for our purposes.131

3.1 Design Landscape132

Centralized.133

Consider Alice who has 100 ETHL2 and wants (something like) 99.95 ETHL1 for it. We134

describe a set of solutions for Alice. A centralized exchange (e.g., Coinbase, Binance) can135

open a market for ETHL2/ETHL1. Alternatively, a bridge might rely on an established set of136

trustees to relay L2 actions to L1. This is called proof of authority; it is distributed but not137

decentralized (i.e., not an open set of participants).138

Hash Time Locked Contracts (HTLCs).139

Assume Bob has 99.95 ETHL1 and is willing to swap with Alice. An atomic swap binds together140

(i) an L2 transaction moving 100 ETHL2 from Alice to Bob and (ii) an L1 transaction moving141

99.95 ETHL1 from Bob to Alice. Either both execute or both fail. HTLC is a blockchain-142

friendly atomic swap protocol. Its main drawback is that it also has a time window where143

Alice (assuming she is the first mover in the protocol) must wait on Bob, who might abort144

- Any exchange: ETHL1 ↔ETHL2
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3 Proposed Solution123

For simplicity, we will describe a fast exit system for withdrawing ETH from L2, however it124

works for any L1 native fungible token (e.g., ERC20) that is available for exchange on L1. We125

discuss challenges of fast exits for non-liquid/non-fungible tokens in Section 6.4. Consider an126

amount of 100 ETH. When this amount is in the user’s account on L1, we use the notation127

100 ETHL1. When it is in the bridge on L1 and in the user’s account on L2, we denote it 100128

ETHL2. When the ETH has been withdrawn on L2 and the withdrawal has been asserted129

in the L1 outbox, but the dispute window is still open, we refer to it as 100 ETHXX. Other130

transitionary states are possible but not needed for our purposes.131

3.1 Design Landscape132

Centralized.133

Consider Alice who has 100 ETHL2 and wants (something like) 99.95 ETHL1 for it. We134

describe a set of solutions for Alice. A centralized exchange (e.g., Coinbase, Binance) can135

open a market for ETHL2/ETHL1. Alternatively, a bridge might rely on an established set of136

trustees to relay L2 actions to L1. This is called proof of authority; it is distributed but not137

decentralized (i.e., not an open set of participants).138

Hash Time Locked Contracts (HTLCs).139

Assume Bob has 99.95 ETHL1 and is willing to swap with Alice. An atomic swap binds together140

(i) an L2 transaction moving 100 ETHL2 from Alice to Bob and (ii) an L1 transaction moving141

99.95 ETHL1 from Bob to Alice. Either both execute or both fail. HTLC is a blockchain-142

friendly atomic swap protocol. Its main drawback is that it also has a time window where143

Alice (assuming she is the first mover in the protocol) must wait on Bob, who might abort144

- Any exchange: ETHL1 ↔ETHL2

Decentralized
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3 Proposed Solution123

For simplicity, we will describe a fast exit system for withdrawing ETH from L2, however it124

works for any L1 native fungible token (e.g., ERC20) that is available for exchange on L1. We125

discuss challenges of fast exits for non-liquid/non-fungible tokens in Section 6.4. Consider an126

amount of 100 ETH. When this amount is in the user’s account on L1, we use the notation127

100 ETHL1. When it is in the bridge on L1 and in the user’s account on L2, we denote it 100128

ETHL2. When the ETH has been withdrawn on L2 and the withdrawal has been asserted129

in the L1 outbox, but the dispute window is still open, we refer to it as 100 ETHXX. Other130

transitionary states are possible but not needed for our purposes.131

3.1 Design Landscape132

Centralized.133

Consider Alice who has 100 ETHL2 and wants (something like) 99.95 ETHL1 for it. We134

describe a set of solutions for Alice. A centralized exchange (e.g., Coinbase, Binance) can135

open a market for ETHL2/ETHL1. Alternatively, a bridge might rely on an established set of136

trustees to relay L2 actions to L1. This is called proof of authority; it is distributed but not137

decentralized (i.e., not an open set of participants).138

Hash Time Locked Contracts (HTLCs).139

Assume Bob has 99.95 ETHL1 and is willing to swap with Alice. An atomic swap binds together140

(i) an L2 transaction moving 100 ETHL2 from Alice to Bob and (ii) an L1 transaction moving141

99.95 ETHL1 from Bob to Alice. Either both execute or both fail. HTLC is a blockchain-142

friendly atomic swap protocol. Its main drawback is that it also has a time window where143

Alice (assuming she is the first mover in the protocol) must wait on Bob, who might abort144

- Any exchange: ETHL1 ↔ETHL2

Fast
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Hash Time Locked Contracts (HTLCs).139

Assume Bob has 99.95 ETHL1 and is willing to swap with Alice. An atomic swap binds together140

(i) an L2 transaction moving 100 ETHL2 from Alice to Bob and (ii) an L1 transaction moving141

99.95 ETHL1 from Bob to Alice. Either both execute or both fail. HTLC is a blockchain-142

friendly atomic swap protocol. Its main drawback is that it also has a time window where143

Alice (assuming she is the first mover in the protocol) must wait on Bob, who might abort144

- Any exchange: ETHL1 ↔ETHL2

Atomic swap bug: 
One party can 
selectively delay 
or abort
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Normal Exit (baseline) Arbitrum • • •

Centralized Coinbase • • • • •

HTLC Swaps Celer • ¶ • •

Conditional Transfers StarkEx • • •

Bridge Tokens Hop ¶ • • • •

Tradeable Exits This Work • ≥ • • • •

Hedged Tradeable Exits This Work • ≥ • • • •
Table 1 Comparing alternatives for fast withdrawals from optimistic rollups for liquid and

fungible tokens where • satisfies the property fully, ¶ partially satisfies the property, and no dot
means the property is not satisfied. For our work, ≥ means we propose how to fully achieve the
property but do not by default (see caveats in Section 6.1).

3 Proposed Solution123

For simplicity, we will describe a fast exit system for withdrawing ETH from L2, however it124

works for any L1 native fungible token (e.g., ERC20) that is available for exchange on L1. We125

discuss challenges of fast exits for non-liquid/non-fungible tokens in Section 6.4. Consider an126

amount of 100 ETH. When this amount is in the user’s account on L1, we use the notation127

100 ETHL1. When it is in the bridge on L1 and in the user’s account on L2, we denote it 100128

ETHL2. When the ETH has been withdrawn on L2 and the withdrawal has been asserted129

in the L1 outbox, but the dispute window is still open, we refer to it as 100 ETHXX. Other130

transitionary states are possible but not needed for our purposes.131

3.1 Design Landscape132

Centralized.133

Consider Alice who has 100 ETHL2 and wants (something like) 99.95 ETHL1 for it. We134

describe a set of solutions for Alice. A centralized exchange (e.g., Coinbase, Binance) can135

open a market for ETHL2/ETHL1. Alternatively, a bridge might rely on an established set of136

trustees to relay L2 actions to L1. This is called proof of authority; it is distributed but not137

decentralized (i.e., not an open set of participants).138

Hash Time Locked Contracts (HTLCs).139

Assume Bob has 99.95 ETHL1 and is willing to swap with Alice. An atomic swap binds together140

(i) an L2 transaction moving 100 ETHL2 from Alice to Bob and (ii) an L1 transaction moving141

99.95 ETHL1 from Bob to Alice. Either both execute or both fail. HTLC is a blockchain-142

friendly atomic swap protocol. Its main drawback is that it also has a time window where143

Alice (assuming she is the first mover in the protocol) must wait on Bob, who might abort144

- Any exchange: ETHL1 ↔ETHL2

Oops, you already 
withdrew



Some other solutions
XX:4 Fast and Furious Withdrawals from Optimistic Rollups
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Normal Exit (baseline) Arbitrum • • •

Centralized Coinbase • • • • •

HTLC Swaps Celer • ¶ • •

Conditional Transfers StarkEx • • •

Bridge Tokens Hop ¶ • • • •

Tradeable Exits This Work • ≥ • • • •

Hedged Tradeable Exits This Work • ≥ • • • •
Table 1 Comparing alternatives for fast withdrawals from optimistic rollups for liquid and

fungible tokens where • satisfies the property fully, ¶ partially satisfies the property, and no dot
means the property is not satisfied. For our work, ≥ means we propose how to fully achieve the
property but do not by default (see caveats in Section 6.1).

3 Proposed Solution123

For simplicity, we will describe a fast exit system for withdrawing ETH from L2, however it124

works for any L1 native fungible token (e.g., ERC20) that is available for exchange on L1. We125

discuss challenges of fast exits for non-liquid/non-fungible tokens in Section 6.4. Consider an126

amount of 100 ETH. When this amount is in the user’s account on L1, we use the notation127

100 ETHL1. When it is in the bridge on L1 and in the user’s account on L2, we denote it 100128

ETHL2. When the ETH has been withdrawn on L2 and the withdrawal has been asserted129

in the L1 outbox, but the dispute window is still open, we refer to it as 100 ETHXX. Other130

transitionary states are possible but not needed for our purposes.131

3.1 Design Landscape132

Centralized.133

Consider Alice who has 100 ETHL2 and wants (something like) 99.95 ETHL1 for it. We134

describe a set of solutions for Alice. A centralized exchange (e.g., Coinbase, Binance) can135

open a market for ETHL2/ETHL1. Alternatively, a bridge might rely on an established set of136

trustees to relay L2 actions to L1. This is called proof of authority; it is distributed but not137

decentralized (i.e., not an open set of participants).138

Hash Time Locked Contracts (HTLCs).139

Assume Bob has 99.95 ETHL1 and is willing to swap with Alice. An atomic swap binds together140

(i) an L2 transaction moving 100 ETHL2 from Alice to Bob and (ii) an L1 transaction moving141

99.95 ETHL1 from Bob to Alice. Either both execute or both fail. HTLC is a blockchain-142

friendly atomic swap protocol. Its main drawback is that it also has a time window where143

Alice (assuming she is the first mover in the protocol) must wait on Bob, who might abort144

- Any exchange: ETHL1 ↔ETHL2

We are not trying to 
compete w/ Hop
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Tradeable exits
- Alice has an exit for 10 ETHL2 that is pending for 7 days 

- Give Alice a claim as a transferable token: 10 ETHxx 

- Bob has 10 ETHL1  

- Alice and Bob swap 

- Remaining problems: 

- Bob needs to be an Arbitrum validator to believe the 10 ETHxx will finalize 

- 10 ETHL2 > 10 ETHxx  

- Price ETHxx? 

- Implementation
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- Insurance is a safe bet for any Arbitrum validator (eventual finality) 
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Tradeable exits
- Bob needs to be an Arbitrum validator to believe the 10 ETHxx will finalize 

- Insurance: covers withdraw amount if rblock does not finalize 

- Insurance is a safe bet for any Arbitrum validator (eventual finality) 

- Set up as a simple prediction market
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Tradeable exits
- Bob needs to be an Arbitrum validator to believe the 10 ETHxx will finalize 

- Insurance: covers withdraw amount if rblock does not finalize 

- Insurance is a safe bet for any Arbitrum validator (eventual finality) 

- Set up as a simple prediction market 

- Trader deposits 10 ETH and is given two kinds of shares: 

- 10 FAILPM : redeemable for 10 ETH if rblock fails 

- 10 FINALPM : redeemable for 10 ETH if rblock succeeds



Tradeable exits
- Bob needs to be an Arbitrum validator to believe the 10 ETHxx will finalize 

- Insurance: covers withdraw amount if rblock does not finalize 

- Insurance is a safe bet for any Arbitrum validator (eventual finality) 

- Set up as a simple prediction market 

- Trader deposits 10 ETH and is given two kinds of shares: 

- 10 FAILPM : redeemable for 10 ETH if rblock fails 

- 10 FINALPM : redeemable for 10 ETH if rblock succeeds 

- Wait!!! Isn’t 10 ETHxx and 10 FINALPM the same thing? 

- Close for ETHxx and not DAIxx or ARBxx or TOKENxx



Tradeable exits
- Bob needs to be an Arbitrum validator to believe the 10 ETHxx will finalize 

- Insurance: covers withdraw amount if rblock does not finalize 

- Insurance is a safe bet for any Arbitrum validator (eventual finality) 

- Set up as a simple prediction market 

- Trader deposits 10 ETH and is given two kinds of shares: 

- 10 FAILPM : redeemable for 10 ETH if rblock fails 

- 10 FINALPM : redeemable for 10 ETH if rblock succeeds 

- Shares can sold independent of each other 

- Shares can be returned as a pair to redeem 10 ETH before market closes 

- No oracle needed: rblock success in on-chain (implementation -> expose it) 
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Tradeable exits
- 10 ETHL1 > 10 ETHxx  

- 10 ETH now > 10 ETH locked for 7 days 

- Price ETHxx like a futures contract with one difference: buyer of ETHxx pays today 

- Spot price of ETHL1 ✅ 

- Time to expiration: ETHxx will approach ETHL1 ✅ 

- Differences in storage costs between ETHxx and ETHL1 ❌ 

- Differences in yield/interest between ETHxx and ETHL1 ✅ 

- Exchange rate risks ❌ 

- Delivery cost: gas cost to resolve the exit ✅ 

- Settlement risk: probability that rblock does not finalize ✅



F0 = (S0 + U − D) ⋅ e(−r+y)Δt ⋅ R

withdraw window remains: 6 days 
rblock fails: 1 in a billion 
bad rblock undetected: 1 in a million 
validation software wrong: 1 in a million 
exit in gas: 0.008 ETHL1 
APY on ETHL1: 0.2% 
APY on ETHXX: 0% 

Pay 99.665 ETHL1 for 100 ETHXX



F0 = (S0 + U − D) ⋅ e(−r+y)Δt ⋅ R

withdraw window remains: 6 days 
rblock fails: 1 in a billion 
bad rblock undetected: 1 in a million 
validation software wrong: 1 in a million 
exit in gas: 0.008 ETHL1 
APY on ETHL1: 0.2% 
APY on ETHXX: 0% 

Pay 99.665 ETHL1 for 100 ETHXX 
Pay 0.04186 ETHL1 for 0.5 ETHXX



Implementation
- Arbitrum Nitro 

- Outbox: Track ownership of exit and enable transfers 

- Transfers: 48,798 Gwei (first time is 85K) 

- Exit: 91,418 Gwei 

- Outbox: Expose rblock status (pending/confirmed) to make it prediction market 
friendly  

- Bridge: Send to right address 

- Prediction market: in-progress (hook into Gnosis/Augur) 

- A bunch of engineering details omitted

https://github.com/MadibaGroup/nitro/tree/fast-withdrawals



Summary
- Summary: Alice swaps {10 ETHXX ,10 FAILPM} with Bob for ~10 ETHL1 

- Hedged tradable exit 

- Anyone can receive ETHXX, including a smart contract (no Arbitrum awareness) 

- Works for any token but assumes “insurance” is in ETH 

- Implementable



@PulpSpy 
pulpspy.com

Q

http://pulpspy.com


• Illicit uses: monitored by law enforcement agency (cybercrimes) 
• Taxation: CRA guidelines (capital gain) 
• Financial tracking: FINTRAC guidelines (MSB) 
• Securities law: AMF guidelines and sandbox  
• Accounting standards: No IFRS standards yet (convention: 

intangible asset)

Legality and Regulation


